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SNAPSHOTS: MAKING MEMORIES WITH DAD
Taken at our Father''s Day photo booth



I was born in a Christian family. So naturally, I presumed I was a
Christian without truly knowing the meaning of Christianity. Over
the years, my Christian friends tried to invite me to Christian
Fellowship or to Sunday service, but somehow, nothing changed
in my heart.

I was like the seed sown on hard soil: although I was physically
there, none of the seeds sunk into my heart. I was a lost sheep.
This all changed 4 years ago, when I was invited to join
Christianity Explored. 

Christianity Explored is a short, simple yet impactful course. Each
lesson consists of a short video and discussion, giving me a clear
understanding of Christianity, which is none other than the good
news about Jesus Christ. The messages in the videos were
powerful and always struck me, leaving a deep impression in my
heart. The length of the videos was also appropriate – not too
lengthy, just nice for my short attention span. The structure of the
course is systematic: first, we were introduced to who Jesus is;
then why he came; and eventually calling for our response. 

MY CHRISTIANITY 
EXPLORED JOURNEY

By Irene Chieng of BEM Kuching Evangelical Church
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The entire course took us step by step to understand the Christian 
faith instead of jumping randomly to different passages in the 
Bible. This systematic structure helped me truly understand the 
meaning of Christianity. 

The topic of “Grace” left an exceptionally deep impression on me. 
I have always thought that a good Christian must be a person who 
does not harm others, strives hard in daily work, attends church 
regularly etc. But the lesson on Grace totally changed my views. It 
clearly showed me that we can never do enough to enter the 
kingdom of heaven. Instead, we can only receive eternal life as a 
gift, paid for by the death of Jesus. This is the grace of God, given 
to us despite our sinfulness.

The Bible used to be a book that was difficult for me to 
understand. In the past, I failed to even finish reading one chapter 
in the Bible. The 7 weeks of Christianity Explored guided me 
through Mark’s Gospel – and for the first time in my life, I 
managed to go through a book in the Bible! Since then, with the 
guidance of the Holy Spirit, reading God’s Word is no longer a 
challenge. Instead, it has become a routine for me to explore 
God’s word; to want to dive deeper into the Scriptures.

I find Christianity Explored suitable not just for non-Christians, but 
even those who are at different stages of their Christian walk. I 
have joined and helped out with the course several times since my 
first one. Every time, it gives me the chance to explore the content 
of the course from different perspectives. It is definitely 
worthwhile! I’ll keep inviting people from different walks of life to 
enrol in this course together, and share the best ever news we 
have in our lives!
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For more information about Christianity Explored, contact:
Ps. Cheng Cheung: +6012 641 7889 | Wing Harn: +6019 317 8472



Food fun and fellowship were the words of the night of 30th April as
the College and University Group (CUG) cell groups, Discovery and
Explorer, came together to host a BBQ Night in PBC. The eventful
night saw many newcomers, regulars, and even old friends who had
not visited PBC in a long time get together to enjoy the food and
games prepared by the CUG committee. The attendees enjoyed a
sumptuous spread of pizza, fried rice, sausages, a variety of
barbequed drumsticks and wings, along with watermelon for dessert.

After that, Samuel Ling led the attendees in a spirited time of
worship. Pastor Wallace then gave a heartfelt sharing on the
importance of belonging to a community that loves God and His
people, inviting those who had not yet committed themselves to join
a Care Group to consider doing so. Rounding off the events for the
night was a fun time of various games such as Signs, Skull, and
Jackbox, while some took the time to catch up and enjoy the
marshmallow dessert.

To  youth or young adults who are just entering the college or
university stage and are keen to know more about Jesus and
Christianity, we strongly encourage you to join a CUG Care Group,
where members get to be part of a loving and caring community, and
delve deeper into God's Word and His promises for us! 

COME JOIN CUG!
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By Marcus Tan

Discovery CG: 11.30am on Sundays (after church)
Explorer CG: 8.30pm on Friday at PBC Hall 2

For more details, contact:
Pastor Wallace: +6010 700 1480  |  Sherwin Ng: +6017 377 7897

Bryan Loh: +6012 682 2452  |  Samuel Ling: +6017 500 2410

Day & time



SPOTLIGHT: YOUTH CG GAMES DAY
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"Therefore encourage one another and build each 
other up, just as in fact you are doing." 

— 1 Thessalonians 5:11

29 May 2022



COMING THIS JULY:
PBC 65TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION
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Rediscovering 
Hymns

17 July 2022, Sunday
1.30pm to 3.00pm

30 July 2022, Saturday 
Starts from 7.00pm 

Grand Imperial Sunway 
Pinnacle

65th Anniversary Dinner

A day for members of 
all ages to present 

your favourite hymns 

*Free will offering is welcome

Family Treasure Hunt

30 July 2022, 
Saturday

8.30am - 11.30am



What is in your hand? (Exodus 4:1-5, 10-17)
To the End of the Earth (Acts 1:8)
What it takes to be a world-class Christian 
(John 3:16, 20:21, Mark 16:15)
The World at our Doorstep (John 4)

Sharing the Reason for blessing (1 Peter 3: 13- 22)
Living for God (1 Peter 4: 1-11)
Suffering for God's Glory (1 Peter 4: 12-19)
Shepherd the Flock of God (1 Peter 5: 1-4)
Submit to God, Resist the Devil (1 Peter 5: 5-14)

Answering questions and objections
Being intentional and strategic in evangelism
Apologetics Methodology
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Upcoming Sermons 
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WHAT'S UP NEXT?

Follow us on social media for more updates:

Tel: 03 7957 5103
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The Existence of God
Why Do Bad Things Happen? 
Contradictions in the Word of God
Truth and Moral Relativism
Cross-Cultural Relationships 

Bible Classes
Time: 8pm, every Tuesday

Register here: https://pbc.my/seminars

Ps. Mark Tan
Ps. Mark Tan
Lim Seng Guan
Ps. Isaac Yim
Ps. Mark Tan

Ps. Mark Tan
Ps. Mark Tan
Ps. Mark Tan
Ps. Mark Tan
Ps. Mark Tan

George Tee
George Tee 
Ps. Mark Tan

Choo Yew On (OMF)
Dr. Ooi Chin Aik (MAP)
Philip Chang 
(Interserve)
Pr. Isaac Yim

IN LOVING MEMORY

Amy Chang Lek Nooi
8 February 1937 - 5 July 2022

Remembering our dear Sister in Christ who has returned to the Lord
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https://www.facebook.com/pantaibaptist
https://www.instagram.com/pantaibaptist/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCgfsOI3mIVzwTJ28d_L_gyg/videos
http://www.pbc.my/
https://pbc.my/seminars

